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Kenston Local School District 
Geauga County 

Five-Year Forecast Assumptions 
 Fiscal Year 2020-2024 

 
 
The following assumptions are an integral part of the 5-year financial forecast and are provided to assist 
the reader in understanding the basis for determination of the figures presented in the 5-year financial 
forecast.  For the most part, the 5-year financial forecast reflects conservative estimates of revenue and 
more liberal estimates of expenditures for the five-year period beginning July 1, 2019 and ending June 
30, 2024.  The 5-year forecast is designed to assist management in making well-informed decisions 
regarding educational programming while recognizing the financial impact of such decisions.  
Unfortunately, given the financial climate and the unforeseen financial and economic variables that often 
exist within school districts in the State of Ohio, the 5-year forecast tends to be a “moving target”.  That 
said, the reader should be cognizant of the fact that the 5-year forecast is a “snapshot” in time and is only 
as accurate as the information which was available at the time it was prepared.  Thus, one should expect 
the accuracy of the forecasted figures to diminish each year following the first forecasted year. 
 
 

REVENUE ASSUMPTIONS 
  

  
Line 1.01 – General Property Tax - Real Estate (71.1%) 
 
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the expected tax collections on residential properties, agricultural properties and 
commercial and industrial properties located in the Townships of Auburn and Bainbridge.  Because real 
estate taxes from all sources is the largest revenue item in the General Fund (about 75% of the General 
Fund’s yearly estimated revenue), a significant amount of time is dedicated not only to analyzing data 
provided by the County Auditor’s Office; but also, to analyzing historical trends and data maintained by 
the district.   
 
Additionally, having knowledge of current economic conditions that exist within our district boundaries 
(which may or may not have a positive or negative effect on property values and tax collection rates) is 
an integral component in arriving at a reasonable revenue estimate for the fiscal year. 
 
The estimate for fiscal year (FY) 2020 is $29,373,070 for all general property taxes.  This amount is 
approximately $850,000 more than what was received in FY 2019.  Key factors in arriving at the estimate 
for FY 2020 are overall tax collection rates related to real estate and commercial/industrial properties 
over the past few years as well as delinquent taxes received over the same period. 
 
For informational purposes, the Geauga County Auditor’s Office performed a reappraisal of all 
properties in the County in calendar year 2017 (tax year 2017 - collections beginning in calendar year 
2018), which resulted in an overall increase in property values of approximately 4%.  The reappraisal 
conducted for tax year 2011 resulted in an overall decrease in property values of approximately 3.6% 
and the reappraisal conducted for tax year 2005 resulted in an overall increase in property values of 
approximately 14.7%.   
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Overall, yearly tax collection rates, excluding delinquent tax collections, have been relatively consistent 
dating back to calendar year 2010.  As a matter of fact, the collection rate has ranged from 95.59% to 
98.28% in calendar year 2010 through calendar year 2018.  However, the collection rate specifically 
related to commercial and industrial property has not been nearly as consistent during the same period.  
Although the collection rate from calendar year 2014 to calendar year 2018 has been very consistent 
(96.59% to 98.16%), the collection rate in calendar years 2010 through 2013 ranged from 97.14% to 
86.15%.  The average collection rate during that period was 91.26%. 
 
Historically, the district has received significant delinquent tax collections each year.  From the time 
period of calendar year 2010 through calendar year 2018, the highest amount received related to 
delinquent tax collections was $888,451 in calendar year 2012 and the lowest amount received was 
$512,693 in calendar year 2013.  The average amount of delinquent taxes received in a calendar year 
during calendar years 2010 through 2018 is just under $693,000.   
 
Fiscal prudence suggests that one should not expect or plan for delinquent tax collections in any given 
year; however, a conservative estimate of  just under $492,000 in delinquent taxes has been included in 
the estimate for fiscal year 2020 for no other reason than the district has received at least that much in 
each of the past ten (10) years. 
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
The 5-year forecast reflects no increase or decrease in FY 2021 from FY 2020.   The 5-year forecast 
does reflect a moderate increase of $63,600 in FY 2022 from FY 2021 as a result of the tri-annual update 
of property values for calendar year 2021.  The amounts reflected in FY 2023 and FY 2024 is unchanged 
from the amount reflected in FY 2022. 
 
 
Line 1.02 – Tangible Personal Property Tax (3.7%) 
 
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the expected tax collections on public utilities on the properties located in the 
Townships of Auburn and Bainbridge.  As mentioned previously, because taxes are the largest revenue 
item in the General Fund (about 75% of the General Fund’s yearly estimated revenue), a significant 
amount of time is dedicated to analyzing data provided by the County Auditor’s Office and to analyzing 
historical trends and data maintained by the district as well as current economic conditions that exist 
within our district boundaries with respect to property values and tax collection rates. 
 
The estimate for FY 2020 is $1,436,670 for this particular tax.  This amount is approximately $68,500 
or about 5% more than what was actually received in FY 2019.  Although the collection rate has fallen 
from 99.82% in calendar year 2010 to 96.56% in calendar year 2018, the actual amount received has 
gone up by an average of about 5% each year since the passage of the 2015 levy.  Because public utility 
property is not subject to the provisions of HB 920 (restricting inflationary increases), as the value of 
this property increases, so does the tax liability.   
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
The 5-year forecast reflects a 5% increase in FY 2021, a 6% increase in FY 2022 (as a result of the tri-
annual update to property values in calendar year 2021), and a 5% increase in both FY 2023 and FY 
2024. 
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Line 1.35 – Unrestricted Grants-in-Aid (10.4%) 
 
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the expected revenue from the State Foundation Program and revenue received from 
the Ohio Casino Tax (imposed in FY 2013).  According to initial reports from the Ohio Department of 
Education, the school district is expected to receive $3,953,000 in FY 2020, which is about $60,000 less 
than what was received in FY 2019.   
 
In FY 2019, the district received just over $143,000 from the Casino Tax which was about $1,000 more 
than what was received in FY 2018.  Although the historic trend has been a very moderate increase from 
one year to the next, a conservative estimate of $140,000 is being reflected for FY 2020. 
 
The estimate for unrestricted grants-in-aid in total for fiscal year 2020 is $4,093,000. 
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
For these fiscal years, the 5-year forecast reflects a slight decrease from what is expected to be received 
in FY 2019. 
 
 
Line 1.04 – Restricted Grants-in-Aid ( <1%) 
  
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the expected revenue from the Ohio Department of Education for Catastrophic 
Special Education Reimbursement, Economically Disadvantaged Funding and Career Tech Funding.  
The estimate for this revenue line is $219,000 for FY 2020.  Below are the amounts received last fiscal 
year and the estimates for this fiscal year: 
 
         FY 19  FY 20 
 
Catastrophic Special Education Reimb.  $250,327  $215,000 
Economically Disadvantaged Funding   $       000  $    3,000 
Career Tech Funding     $       000  $    1,000 
     Total  $250,327  $219,000   
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
For these fiscal years, the 5-year forecast reflects no increase or decrease from what is expected to be 
received in FY 2020. 
 
 
Line 1.05 – Property Tax Allocation (8.4%) 
  
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the expected revenue from the State of Ohio for Homestead and Rollback 
reimbursements.  The State of Ohio contributes 10% of the real estate taxes for homeowners in the State 
of Ohio.  The State of Ohio also contributes 2.5% of the real estate taxes for owner occupied homes in 
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the State of Ohio.  Finally, the State of Ohio contributes a portion of real estate taxes for qualified senior 
or disabled citizens, regardless of income, on the dwelling that is the individual’s principal place of 
residence.  This portion of taxes paid by the State of Ohio directly to school districts is known as the 
Homestead Exemption.  * - For levies passed after 2012, the State of Ohio does not contribute any 
tax allocation with the exception of those who qualify for the homestead exemption. 
 
The estimate for FY 2020 is $3,292,655, which is only about $700 more than what the district received 
in FY 2019.  Similar to that of General Property Taxes, significant time is dedicated to analyzing data 
provided by the County and past trends related to collection patterns. 
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
The 5-year forecast reflects a slight decrease of about $18,500 in FY 2021 but no additional increase or 
decrease in FY’s 2022-2024, merely as a result of being conservative with respect to this revenue source. 
 
 
Line 1.06 – All Other Revenue (5%) 
  
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the other local revenue that is received by the school district and is estimated to be 
$2,077,275 in FY 2020.  Below are the revenue sources, the FY 2020 estimate and the FY 2019 actual 
amount received related to other revenue. 
         2020          2019 
 Source     Estimate      Actual 
 
 Tuitions from all sources  $1,092,500  $1,050,396 
 Interest Earnings   $   350,000  $   384,298       
 Miscellaneous Revenue  $     31,775  $     10,420 
 Revenue in Lieu   $   585,000  $          000 
 Medicaid Reimbursement  $     18,000  $   249,332 
   Total   $2,077,270  $1,694,446 
 
There are two (2) revenue categories within this revenue source which warrant an explanation.  The first 
is revenue in lieu which represents a settlement of a tax complaint whereby negotiations between district 
legal counsel and the commercial property owner rendered a settlement agreement.  Pursuant to the 
agreement, this district will receive $585,000 in FY 2020 and $200,000 in FY 2021.  Just under $1 
million was received from this settlement last fiscal year and all of it was credited directly to the 
Permanent Improvement Fund (003). 
 
The second is the Medicaid reimbursement which is money received from the Federal Government as a 
reimbursement for district costs related to services provided to students whom receive Medicaid benefits.  
Typically, the district receives a monthly reimbursement beginning in September through June.  The 
yearly amount is typically between $15,000 and $20,000.  Additionally, districts often times receive 
larger settlements related to previous years costs, which is known as a CAFS reimbursement.  Although 
most districts receive a CAFS reimbursement each year, not all do and the amount of reimbursement can 
vary dramatically.  Therefore, fiscal prudence suggests one not come to rely or expect this reimbursement 
in any given year. 
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Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
The 5-year forecast reflects a decrease of about $385,000 in FY 2021 because the revenue in lieu of 
settlement mentioned above will only provide $200,000 rather than the $585,000 received in FY 2020.   
 
The 5-year forecast reflects a decrease of $350,000 in FY 2022 because the revenue in lieu of settlement 
will have expired, thus no funds will be received in FY 2022.  Additionally, a reduction of $150,000 in 
interest earnings is anticipated as a result of a declining available cash balance for investing.   
 
The 5-year forecast reflects an additional $25,000 decrease in both FY 2023 and FY 2024 as a result of 
an anticipated decrease in investment earnings. 
 
 
Line 2.05 – Advances-In (0%) 
  
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the return of monies advanced to other district Funds from the General Fund made 
during the previous fiscal year.   Since there was no advance of monies still outstanding at the end of last 
fiscal year, there will be no estimate reflected in FY 2020. 
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
For these fiscal years, an estimate of $200,000 is being reflected.  There is a yearly expectation of the 
need to advance certain Federal Funds an advance of cash at the end of the fiscal year.  Thus, the 
expectation of that advance of cash being returned in the subsequent fiscal year is why there is an 
estimate reflected in these years.    
 
 
Line 2.06 – All Other Financing Sources (<1%) 
  
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the sale of assets, insurance claim proceeds and refunds of prior year’s expenditures.  
This line varies from year to year and is typically not a large source of revenue.  However, the past few 
years has averaged close to $200,000.  In FY 2020, there is an expectation of the sale of assets in the 
amount of $80,000 plus the expectation of a refund from the Bureau of Worker’s Compensation of about 
$130,000 as a result of their “Billions Back” initiative.  This will be reflected as a refund of prior year’s 
expenditures. 
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
The 5-year forecast does not reflect an estimate for these years simply because there is no expectation 
of any large sale of assets or any refund from the Bureau of Worker’s Compensation.   
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EXPENDITURE ASSUMPTIONS 
 
 
Line 3.01 – Personnel Services (56.7%) 
 
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the salary expectations for all employees of the School District that are paid out of 
the General Fund based on current contractual obligations.  Personnel services include administrative 
staff, teachers, classified personnel, substitute personnel, supplemental contracts related to academics 
and athletics, overtime and other salary related items.   
 
Because school districts are a service industry, costs associated with personnel, are the largest 
expenditure category of the school system.  In many school districts, personnel costs (salaries and 
benefits) account for between 80-85% of the total budget of a school district and we are no different 
(approximately 80%).  As a result of that fact, fiscal prudence requires extensive monitoring and 
extensive data analysis regarding salaries and benefits of all employees of the district.   
 
The District has two (2) unions, one inclusive of all teaching staff and the other includes most classified 
support staff such as secretaries, educational aides, proctors, custodians, transportation employees, 
cafeteria workers, etc.  School district administrator’s both certified and classified are not represented 
by a union nor are the ten (10) administrative support personnel.  Contract negotiations with both unions 
were completed during last fiscal year which provided for a successor three (3) year contract.  Although 
there were a number of negotiated items, the primary item which have a more substantial financial impact 
was a two percent (2%) cost of living adjustment (COLA) in each of the three (3) years of the new 
agreements.  Additionally, concessions related to employee healthcare were negotiated and are expected 
to have a positive financial impact to the district’s overall healthcare cost moving forward. 
 
The personnel services (salaries only) estimate for FY 2020 is $23,240,000 and includes all current staff 
(except cafeteria staff, which are paid out of a different fund and a small handful of teachers paid out of 
Federal Grant Funds).  Historical trends and a thorough analysis were used to determine an estimate for 
substitute costs, supplemental contracts, overtime and other salary related items. 
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
The estimate for FY 2021 is $24,170,000, which is an increase of 4% over FY 2020.  The 4% increase 
represents a 2% COLA adjustment plus step increases for those employees who are entitled to one, which 
is estimated at 2% as well.  It is important to understand that this increase does not assume that all staff 
will receive a 4% increase in FY 2021, but that overall salary expenditures will increase by 4%.   The 
same rationale is being applied to FY 2022 with respect to a 4% increase over that of FY 2021. 
 
For FY 2023 and FY 2024, the estimate reflects an increase of 2%, which represents a step increase for 
those employees who may be entitled to one.  Because a successor agreement beyond the expiration of 
the current agreement is not guaranteed, a COLA adjustment cannot be factored into the 5-year forecast 
in FY 2023 and FY 2024.   
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Line 3.02 – Employees’ Retirement/Insurance Benefits (23.3%) 
  
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the cost of benefits for all employees of the School District that are paid out of the 
General Fund based on current contractual obligations.  These benefits include expenses for retirement 
(STRS and SERS), healthcare benefits (hospitalization, prescription, dental, vision and life insurance), 
Medicare, Worker’s Compensation premiums and unemployment compensation.  Fiscal prudence 
requires extensive monitoring and extensive data analysis regarding benefits similar to that of the 
extensive monitoring and data analysis done in the area of salaries.   
 
Beginning in January 2020, a change in the accounting practice related to the premium for worker’s 
compensation will take place.  This premium will be accounted for within the General Fund and charged 
off to the appropriate benefit accounts related to the various salary accounts.  This deduction of premium 
in total will be credited to a separate fund (024-9020) specifically designated for the yearly premium 
payment made to the Bureau of Worker’s Compensation each December/January. 
 
The estimate for FY 2020 is $9,529,000 and includes all benefits for current staff (except cafeteria staff, 
which are paid out of a different fund and a handful of teachers paid out of Federal Grant Funds).  The 
amount is approximately 5.6% higher than the actual amount of expenditures during FY 2019.   
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
The 5-year forecast reflects a 5% increase over the previous year’s estimate for FY’s 2022-2024.  This 
increase does not assume that all benefits items will increase by 5% each year, but that overall benefit 
expenditures will increase by 5%. 
 
 
Line 3.03 – Purchased Services (13%) 
  
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the cost of purchased services for the district.  This expenditure category consists of 
a variety of subcategories which include but are not limited to:  service contracts, legal services, 
maintenance/repairs, property insurance, travel/meeting expenses, postage, utilities, tuition, excess costs, 
community school deduction, post-secondary enrollment option deduction, open enrollment deductions 
and private transportation costs. 
 
The estimate for FY 2020 is $5,346,510. Actual expenditures last fiscal year were just over $4.8 million 
but would have been closer to $5.1 million if not for the timing of invoices received for services 
performed during FY 2019 and the non-payment of such invoices during FY 2019.  The payment of 
invoices related to the previous fiscal year in July and August (approximately $300,000) are reflected in 
the estimate for FY 2020, thus reflecting a significant increase in FY 2020 over FY 2019. 
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
For these fiscal years, a more accurate estimate of $5.1 million is being shown.  Reason being, payment 
for services rendered will be paid during the fiscal year in which services were in fact rendered.  At this 
time, there is no expectation of an increase or decrease from one year to the next.     
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Line 3.04 – Supplies and Materials (2.8%) 
  
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the cost of supplies and materials for the district.  This expenditure category consists 
of a variety of subcategories which include but are not limited to:  instructional supplies, software, 
textbooks, library books, custodial/maintenance supplies, bus supplies and bus fuel.  The estimate for 
FY 2020 is $1,140,200, which is about $274,000 higher than actual expenditures last fiscal year.   
 
The budget related to FY 2020 includes the purchase of chromebooks in the amount of $115,000 which 
previously was charged to capital outlay (line 3.05).  Additionally, anticipated increase to expenditures 
over last fiscal year in instructional supplies, software, textbooks, bus supplies and bus fuel total 
approximately $150,000. 
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
For these fiscal years, the estimate reflects a slight decrease from the estimate reflected in FY 2020. 
 
 
Line 3.05 – Capital Outlay (<1%) 
 
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the cost of new and replacement equipment.  The estimate for FY 2020 is 308,150, 
which is about $1.15 million less than actual expenditures were last fiscal year.  During last fiscal year, 
just under $1 million was spent on the purchase of vans and buses.  Additionally, approximately 
$225,000 was spent on the purchase of computers (most likely chromebooks) and approximately 
$165,000 was spent on district wide site improvements.  
 
The budget for FY 2020 includes $220,000 for the purchase of buses and vans and approximately another 
$90,000 in various district wide equipment purchases throughout the year. 
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
For these fiscal years, the estimate reflects a slight decrease from the estimate reflected in FY 2020. 
 
 
Line 4.3 – Other Objects (1.9%) 
 
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the cost of other objects also referred to as dues and fees.  This expenditure category 
consists of a variety of subcategories which include but are not limited to:  memberships, State audit 
charges, Educational Service Center (ESC) deductions, County Auditor/Treasurer fees related to tax 
collections, financial institution service charges and district liability insurance.  The estimate for FY 
2020 is $791,140.   Last fiscal year, actual expenditures in other objects was just over $869,000, which 
is close to $80,000 more than the amount reflected for FY 2020.   
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During FY 2019, approximately $180,700 was paid toward HB 264 energy conservation debt.  For FY 
2020 and beyond, a transfer will be made from the General Fund to the HB 264 Fund in order to pay the 
yearly principal and interest amount due.   
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
For these fiscal years, the estimate reflects a slight increase from the estimate reflected in FY 2020. 
 
 
Line 5.01 – Operational Transfers Out (1%) 
 
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents transfers from the General Fund to other funds in the district that require a transfer 
of funds to cover any deficit.  The estimate for FY 2020 is $400,000.  Below is a list of the funds that 
are expected to need a transfer along with the anticipated transfer amounts: 
 
  HB 264 Debt Repayment  $   80,000 
  Athletic Field Repl.        50,000 
  Worker’s Comp Fund      150,000  
  Athletics         50,000 
  Contingency Reserve            70,000 
       $ 400,000 
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
For these fiscal years, the estimate has been reduced to $250,000 for the need to fund the Worker’s Comp 
fund through a transfer will no longer be necessary.   
 
 
Line 5.02 – Advances-Out (<1%) 
 
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents advances from the General Fund to other funds in the district that require an advance 
to end the fiscal year with a positive cash balance.  An advance is different from a transfer in that an 
advance must be repaid to the General Fund no later than the next fiscal year.  A transfer of funds is not 
repaid back to the General Fund.   Typically, advances are made to Federal Funds due to the fact that 
most Federal Funds require monies to be spent before Federal Funds are released to the school district.  
Most of the time, the advance is only necessary to cover the amount of purchase orders (encumbrances) 
that are on the system at the end of the fiscal year.  The estimate of advances for FY 2020 is $200,000. 
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
The estimate of $200,000 will be used for these fiscal years. 
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Line 7.02 – Cash Balance June 30 
 
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the actual ending cash balance of the General Fund.  A negative ending cash balance 
indicates prior and/or current deficit spending and requires corrective action to be taken to ensure the 
ending cash balance is no longer negative.  The General Fund realized deficit spending (expenditures 
exceeding revenue) of just over $1.3 million in FY 2019, which was the first time since the passage of 
the 2015 levy.  The current 5-year forecast reflects deficit spending again in FY 2020 in the amount of 
about $1.7 million.  It should be noted that deficit spending does not suggest a mismanagement or 
misappropriation of district funds, rather it signals that the current levy cycle is growing closer to a 
conclusion. 
 
As a result of the anticipated deficit spending of approximately $1.7 million, the estimated ending cash 
balance will decline from $11,342,503 at the beginning of the fiscal year to $9,652,503 at June 30, 2020.   
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
The estimated ending cash balance is expected to steadily decline during these fiscal year from about 
$6.6 million to negative $9.8 million.  However, Board Policy 6210 – Fiscal Planning (revised on 
October 22, 2018) reads as follows: 
 
The Board of Education shall collect and assemble the information necessary to discharge its responsibility for 
the fiscal management of the School District and to plan for the financial needs of the educational program. The 
Board will strive toward maintaining both short and long range projections of District financial requirements. 
  
Accordingly, the Board directs the Treasurer to: 

A. include cost estimates in all ongoing financial requirements; 
  

B. prepare a long range year-by-year plan for the maintenance and replacement of facilities and equipment; 
  

C. maintain a plan of anticipated local, State, and Federal revenues; 
  

D. report to the Board any serious financial implications that emerge from the District's ongoing fiscal 
planning. 

In addition, the Board directs the Treasurer to maintain annually a detailed five (5) year projection of estimated 
revenues and expenditures, as required by Policy 6231 
  
The board hereby affirms and declares it to be the board philosophy, in the interest of sound fiscal management, 
that tax levies shall be pursued, and the school district’s finances otherwise managed, to ensure a general fund 
cash balance equivalent to at least 45 days of operating expenses (for the purpose of determining operating 
expenses the district shall use line 5.05 of the districts prior year five year forecast). 
  
Promptly upon the official determination that such a cash balance may not be achieved within the first three 
years of the current five year forecast period the Treasurer shall report such a finding to the board along with 
options for recovery to be developed by the Treasurer and Superintendent.  
 
The current 5-year forecast projects an estimated ending cash balance in the third year (FY 2022) of 
just over $2.1 million.  Forty-five (45) days of actual operating expenses (line 5.05) of fiscal year 2019 
is just over $4.9 million.  Therefore, this will be reported to the Board of Education and options for 
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recovery will be developed in the near future by the Treasurer and Superintendent as required by 
policy 6210. 
 
 
Line 10.01 – Fund Balance June 30 
 
Fiscal Year 2020 
 
This line represents the actual ending cash balance of the General Fund minus the amount of outstanding 
encumbrances at the end of the fiscal year.  Under Ohio Law, a negative estimated ending fund balance 
in the current year is not permitted.  The estimated ending fund balance for June 30, 2020 is $9,302,503 
 
Fiscal Years 2021-2024 
 
The estimated ending fund balance (as a result of continued deficit spending) is expected to decline 
during FY’s 2021-2024 from almost $9.3 million at the end of FY 2020 to an estimated negative $10.1 
million by the end of FY 2024.  This is not uncommon or uncharacteristic especially as more time passes 
since the passage of the most recent operating levy (May 2015). 
 
However, whereas the primary function of the 5-year forecast is to provide a reasonable expectation of 
the financial condition of the school district over the next five (5) years, it is important to realize that 
this 5-year forecast was prepared utilizing sound financial data, but it was also prepared utilizing many 
assumptions which may or may not come to fruition.  Again, it is extremely important for the reader to 
understand that this 5-year forecast, by design, reflects very conservative revenue estimates and liberal 
expenditures estimates.     
 
It is not only fair but reasonable to be concerned by the anticipated deficit spending represented in this 
5-year forecast.  However, it is also fair and reasonable to understand what has been presented is the 
“worst case scenario” and that the financial position in each year of this forecast will be significantly 
better is highly likely.  That said, district leadership is committed to continuous monitoring of the 
district’s financial condition on a monthly basis and is committed to continually look for ways to operate 
more effectively and efficiently.  
 
 
Additional Notes:   
Although the district may receive additional real estate taxes as a result of new construction in any given 
year, an estimate has not been determined and therefore is not included in the 5-year forecast.   
 
Beginning in 2001, Sections 3315.18 and 3315.19 of Am. Sub. H. B. 166 of the 133 General Assembly 
require school districts without a voted permanent improvement levy to “set-aside” funds for capital 
improvement and maintenance.  Districts are free to choose one of the approaches set forth in either of 
the two legislation sections (3315.18 and 3315.19) for setting up such a fund.  To comply, the district 
will be required to transfer at least $470,000 from the General Fund to the Permanent Improvement Fund 
at some point during the year; however, the 5-year forecast does not reflect this transfer at this time, but 
will in the update in May 2020. 
 
 
 
 
 


